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Slic Exclusive is a Classic. It is not just another chair; it 
revolutionised chair designs and design philosophy at Amber 
and has become the brand identity. As the name says, it is sleek. 
This Exclusive chair gave a break to the use of conventional 
wooden structure and large cushions in the late 80’s and 
replaced it with solid Stainless steel rod, that gives it the much 
needed structural strength while the nylon-cane weaving 
gives it the bounce — making it even more comfortable and 
plush. The quilted cushion spreads across two parts and is put 
together artfully through a unique stitching pattern. It has 
been a success for the director’s cabins and boardrooms.
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Adapting the same design principles, this chair is designed 
to be user-friendly and is thoughtful towards nature too. Its 
ergonomic neck to knee single rod structure supports your 
spine, lends strength to the chair and gives you unmatched 
comfort. While it is accessible on the pocket, it is loaded with 
features like one angle locking system, gas lift; five prong metal 
stand for extra stability and gas-filled nylon casters. A complete 
win-win, it fits well for those manager cabins.
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The Slic Exclusive sofa series earns much recognition for its 
design. Be it the metal rod structure flowing throughout 
the profile, quilted cushions, or just intelligently assembled 
armrests, seat and backrest, it is all perfected to with time. 
Add it to your waiting lounge or hold a private meeting with 
this piece.
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The copyrights of all designs, specifications and information contained in this catalogue are 
and shall remain the property of Amber and must not be used, copied, published or divulged 
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